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Other critical information about Vaccinations that needs to be known

- News reports which can be found on youtube include stunning censored - News reports which can be found on youtube include stunning censored 
interviews conducted by medical historian Edward Shorter for WGBH public 
television (Boston) and Blackwell Science which were originally cut from The 
Health Century due to its huge liability; the admission that Merck & Co, Inc. 
vaccines have traditionally been injecting cancer viruses (SV40 and others) in 
people worldwide.  Merck was asked to recall 1.2 million doses of Infant Bib 
vaccines because they were contaminated with SV40 and other lethal additives 
causing cancercausing cancer

Reuters, FOX, & Many Others - Dec, 2007

-  According to Dr. Andrew Moulden, ALL vaccines elevate the risk of ischemia 
(a form of stroke), which can then often lead neurological problems, including 
autism. He shows that vaccines promote blockage to small blood vessels via 
clotting and elevated white blood cell levels, which can then damage tissues, 
nerves, and the brain. Please think twice before accepting vaccines for yourself 
or your children. 

-- A shocking investigation conducted by researchers and doctors worldwide was 
confirmed by a piece from CBC, the reputable news agency in Canada, that 
Polio vaccinations in the 1960’s were contaminated with AIDS, not by mistake 
but because of the result of a white supremacist bio-engineer.  They traced the 
outbreak back to a lab out of Texas where they believe the conspiracy took 
place.

CBC News Clip Available @ VaccinationEducation.com

-- As CNN reported and many conclusive studies are finding that Gardasil, the 
Cancer Vaccine for prevention of Cervical Cancer in women (HPV Vaccine), is 
causing severe auto-immune diseases, neurological breakdowns, seizures, and 
illnesses that are not even classified yet which cause central nervous system 
dysfunctions.  Gardisil has caused tens of thousands of negative reactions and 
even death.  Some illnesses are so bad that healthy girls, some who were 
cheerleaders and athletes, CNN reports, caused complete breakdowns in the 
girls to wheelchair confinement and morphine prescriptions to deal with severe girls to wheelchair confinement and morphine prescriptions to deal with severe 
pain.

News clips on Gardasil Dangers Available @ VaccinationEducation.com

- For years a growing debate over the safety of Thermisol in some vaccines as a 
preservative may have side effects.  Thermisol, also known as Merthiolate, is a 
mercury containing compound also sometimes used as a local antibacterial 
agent.  Lethal Mercury poisoning can be caused in even extremely low doses 
and studies are showing possible links to neurological damage and some doctors 
are making the case that it might be one of the root causes of Austism.  For a 
long time, lead was thought to be harmless in small parts per million but studies 
showed that it caused lethal reactions and neurological damage in paint and showed that it caused lethal reactions and neurological damage in paint and 
gasoline which is why lead was taken out of these products, even at the small 
parts per million quantities they were present.   Why is Mercury in vaccines? 
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